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Colts from first crop sires Captaintreacherous & Sweet Lou
among the strong selection at Goshen

EDITOR’S EYE
By Derick Giwner
@DRFHarness
The yearling sales season will get underway for 2017 when 112 potential racing prospects are expected to be hammered down at
the Mark Ford Training Center during the
Goshen Yearling Sale.
Many of the major consignors will be offering multiple yearlings in the Sunday, September 10 sale led by Hanover Shoe Farms and
Winbak Farm with 33 and 32 slated to sell,
respectively.
After pouring over the roster of horses
up for bids, I’ve uncovered seven yearlings
that stood out with “black type” all over the
page. These are horses which have displayed
past success or have a clear family history of
on-track achievement.
You won’t have to wait long to find a wellbred colt. HIP 4 JACK N JULES is the first
foal from Injeanous Style, whose maternal line
features Art Account and the great Delinquent
Account. Art Account has produced three
$250,000-plus foals including 1:47 3/5 winner
Bigtown Hero while Delinquent Account,
herself a Dan Patch Award winner, gave us
$1.4 million earner and World Champion Artiscape. Jack N Jules is also part of the first
crop from $3.4 million winner Sweet Lou, 2014
Pacer of the Year.
Jack N Jules was raised at on consigned by
Concord Stud Farm for listed breeders Chris-

10%

Gunjan Patel

Loyalty Hanover is Hanover Shoe Farms’
“best overall package” in the sale
according to Dr. Bridgette Jablonsky.

tina Takter, John Fielding and Jim Fielding.
He’s a nice colt; not huge; medium-sized. He
has a big gait and is put together very well.
If you look at the video, you’ll see he shows a
lot of speed,” said Concord Proprietor David
Meirs III on Jack N Jules. “I think he’d be well
accepted in any sale.”
HIP 15 LOYALTY HANOVER is just
the second foal from the unraced Locl Talnt
Hanover and the first filly. Her previous
mating with Explosive Matter produced just
a modest winner in Larson Hanover, but
breeder Hanover Shoe Farms tried a different route with this gal, electing to use RC
Royalty as the sire. Looking down Locl Talnt
Hanover’s maternal line we find millionaire
Looking Hanover from her second dam Lady
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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9/10 Goshen Sale Highlights

Featuring Yearlings Sired by Top Stallions in NY & PA
New York Pacers

New York Trotters

Pennsylvania Pacers

#103, BONITA BOUQUET+, F

#11, RAILROAD MAN+, C

#5, WHISKEY N COKE+, C

artiscape

Artiscape-Florist-Rustler Hanover
1/2-sister to Art Season,
p, 3, 1:54.1h ($85,653)

#107, FINAL ESCAPE+, F

t

Artiscape-Fun Filly-Cam’s Card Shark
Family of Check Six,
p, 1:48.1s-’17 ($1,539,887)

1s
HestON BLUe cHip
Crop #3, GARRETT’S GUIDE+, C

Heston Blue Chip-Holiday Guide-Village Jove
Dam is 1/2-sister to Three Olives,
p, 3, 1:51 ($1,022,801)

#7, STAY BEAUTIFUL+, F

cONWaY HaLL

DeLMarVaLOUs

Conway Hall-Lady Lionel-Donerail
1/2-brother to Hidden Message,
3, 1:54.2s ($256,218)

#49, FORTUNE’S WAY+, C

Conway Hall-Sierra Fortune-Sierra Kosmos
1/2-brother to Winbak Dream,
1:56.4s ($441,684)

cr excaLiBUr

#68, FLAME CALIBUR+, C
CR Excalibur-Winbak Flame-Donerail
1/2-brother to Eternal Prince,
1:56.2h ($158,017)

+

Heston Blue Chip-Attack The Books-Life Sign LUcKY cHUcKY
Dam is full-sister to High On Emotion, #1, HEAD CASE+, F
p, 1:52.1s ($706,440)
Lucky Chucky-Headaches-Sir Taurus
+
1/2-sister to Headingforaruckus,
#80, SUN VISER , F
1:58.1h ($106,980). Family of
Heston Blue Chip-Beach Bonnet-Camluck
Strong Yankee, 3, 1:50.3 ($1,434,351)
1/2-sister to Solar Surprise,
p, 1:50.2f ($184,068)
#23, TRUMP CARD CHUCKY+, C
+
Lucky Chucky-Miss Courtney-Malabar Man
#83, BET THE CHIPS , C
Heston Blue Chip-Bet On Sis-Bettor’s Delight 1/2-brother to Silence Is Bliss,
3, 1:57.4h ($103,440). Family of
Family of Jake And Elwood,
Snow White, 2, 1:52.4 ($1,433,551)
p, 1:50.1 ($2,273,187)

#86, SALTWATER BLUE , F

#37, CHEEKY CHUCKY+, C

Heston Blue Chip-Blue Paradise-Artiscape
First Foal. Family of Megamind,
p, 1:50.4s ($688,074)

Lucky Chucky-Proud Maggie-Lindy Lane
1/2-brother to Holy Molie Maggie,
3, 1:57s ($139,138)

rOLL WitH JOe

MUtiNeer

Roll With Joe-Jukebox Money-JK Outlaw
Dam is full-sister to
Stagecoach Holdup,
p, 1:51.4f ($280,263)

Mutineer-Bobbi Jo’s Ex-CR Excalibur
Family of Snow White,
2, 1:52.4 ($1,433,551)

#85, BLISSFUL ROAD+, C

#30, NOT A ROYAL+, F

#6, VEGAS HIGHROLLER+, F #88, MARCH ON JOE+, C

Roll With Joe-Blissful Maddie-Blissfull Hall
Dam is Blissful Maddie,
p, 1:53f ($344,475)

rc rOYaLtY

RC Royalty-Not A Diva-Muscles Yankee
Dam is 1/2-sister to CR Kay Suzie,
1:52.3 ($1,611,131)

Born to Compete...Raised to Win!
®

Delmarvalous-Margie’s Song-Albatross
Dam is 1/2-sister to Nihilator,
p, 3, 1:49.3 ($3,225,653)

#48, GIFTED GEORGE+, C

#69, MC PAT+, C

Heston Blue Chip-Sams Angel-Nobleland Sam #79, CRAZY EVERY TIME , C
Dam is full-sister to Newbegining,
Crazed-Bar Ballad-Windsong’s Legacy
p, 1:50.2f ($616,207)
Family of Hannelore Hanover,
+
1:50.3 -’17 ($1,697,109)
#77, SEND A NOTE , C

+

#20, MARVALOUS MARG+, F

Delmarvalous-Shark Lady-Cam’s Card Shark
1/2-brother to Great White Art,
p, 1:56.4h ($130,626). Dam is
1/2-sister to Megamind,
p, 1:50.4s ($688,074)

craZeD

Heston Blue Chip-Kate’s Joy-Allamerican Ingot #19, TINA ROCKS+, F
2nd dam is CR Daniella,
Crazed-Mackenzie Hall-Cantab Hall
p, 1:52 ($638,851)
Family of Snow White,
+
2, 1:52.4 ($1,433,551)
#43, ANGEL BLUE , F

Delmarvalous-Jodi St Laurent-Life Sign
1/2-brother to Going Native,
p, 1:51.1f ($269,068), Regally Ready,
p, 1:51.3s ($189,482), & Retail,
p, 1:51.4f ($185,770)

Delmarvalous-Winbak Patty-Shotgun Scott
1/2-brother to Rowdy Patti,
p, 1:54f -’17 ($103,007). Dam is
full-sister to Next Flight,
p, 1:50f ($895,406)

#70, WIND SUN N FIRE+, R

Delmarvalous-Windsun Caprice-Cam’s Card Shark
1/2-brother to Moonlight Ransom,
p, 1:50.2s ($167,309). Dam is
full-sister to Four Starzzz Shark,
p, 1:47.4 ($2,537,267)

WeLL saiD

#96, WELL STATED+, C

Well Said-Clara-Art Major
Dam is 1/2-sister to Lislea Phia,
p, 1:50.2f ($542,450)

#108, FUNNY SAID+, F

Well Said-Funny Card-Cam’s Card Shark
Family of Handsoffmycookie,
p, 1:51.3f ($1,408,440)

Pennsylvania Trotter

expLOsiVe Matter

#60, SPRING IN PARIS+, F
Explosive Matter-French Doll-Donerail
1/2-sister to Frenchmen,
1:54.4f ($219,112), &
Whichwayrightrleft,
3, 1:58.1f ($173,927)
+
Stored Stem Cells Available
All records & earnings are as of 9/6/17

Garrett Bell, General Manager / Noelle Duspiva, NY Farm Manager / James Ladwig, Yearling Manager
1200 County Road Highway 17, Walden, New York 12586 / (845) 778.5421 / james.ladwig@winbakfarm.com
Visit www.winbakfarm.com for yearling videos. / /

Cameo Hills Farm is offering Goshen bidders quality yearlings
CONTINUED from page 1

Bar and multiple six-figure earners like B
Cor Pete from her third dam B Cor Tamara.
“She is probably the best overall package
yearling we have in the sale,” said Farm
Manager Dr. Bridgette Jablonsky. “She is by
a well-bred popular sire, is great looking and
moves very well.”
Breeder Steve Jones sends the So Surrealsired HIP 18 ZEKEFROMCABINCREEK
to the sale as part of the Cameo Hills Farm
consignment. The first colt and fifth foal from
$233,909 earner Love The Game is a halfbrother to three $100,000 winners. Digging
deeper into Zekefromcabincreek’s lineage we
find plenty of $200,000-plus earners including
$540,539 earner Have A Good Life, a son of
2nd dam Good As Goalie.
“He’s an outstanding individual and moves
well in the field,” said Jones about Zekefromcabincreek, who is one of three in the
sale from sire So Surreal for Jones, all with
a basketball-referenced name, with this guy
honoring Hall of Famer Jerry West.
“I feel like he is doing well,” said Jones
about So Surreal. “He has a son Keystone
Tenacious (5-1-3-1 as a 2-year-old) that Paul
Kelley has who was second in 1:50 recently.
That’s probably the best one I’ve seen so
far, but he has several nice 2-year-olds and I
think he has a chance to be a very solid New
York Sire Stakes type of sire.”
HIP 35 CAPTAIN MIRACULOUS has
sales-topper potential on paper. From the
first crop of two-time Pacer of the Year
Captaintreacherous and the only foal by that
sire in this sale, this colt is also from a mare
(Please Me Please) that earned $756,238.
Mom has sent out four horses to earn more
than $300,000 including multiple sub-1:50
performers. Steve Jones, who bred this guy at
Cameo Hills Farm, is excited to sell the first
“Captain” yearling of 2017.
“That’s why we put him in the sale. I
thought he would be a bit of a standout in
there. We sold a So Surreal brother to him at
this sale last year that brought $39,000, so we
just thought it was a good spot for him,” said
Jones about why he chose Captain Miraculous for Goshen. “He’s a big rugged colt
with good conformation. He is similar to his
mother in that he is big and good-looking.”
Another first crop sire in Heston Blue
Chip is represented in HIP 43 ANGEL
BLUE. An earner of over $1.7 million and
a Breeders Crown winner, Heston Blue
Chip has nine foals in the Goshen Sale, all
consigned by Winbak Farms. Angel Blue
is a filly by $226,277 earner Sams Angel
and could be her first to race as 2015 foal
Angel Scape (Artiscape) has yet to appear
on the track. The maternal line of Angel
Blue features multiple six-figure earners
including Newbegining ($614,557) and Art’s
Conquest ($880,576).
“She’s a nice filly; not really big but
put together well,” said Winbak yearling
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Cameo Hills Farm

Captain Miraculous will be the first Captaintreacherous yearling to be sold at auction.

Yearlings from Blue Chip to Winbak and many in between at Goshen
CONTINUED from page 3

manager James Ladwig, who is happy with
the first crop of Heston Blue Chip. “I like him.
All of his yearlings are pretty correct. They
seem to take the line of their mother. If their
mom wasn’t really big, they won’t be really
big. But if mom has some size, they have some
size.”
You may need extra ink when attempting
to circle all of the solid performers from the
family of HIP 57 TODMAN HANOVER.
The colt by Western ideal from Hanover Shoe
Farms is out of Tap Hanover, whose claim to
fame off the track is Tivoli Hanover ($857,414).
It is with Todman Hanover’s second dam
where we find six winners of at least $200,000
including a trio which broke the $500,000
barrier.
“He’s medium-sized and fairly correct. He
seems to be a nice colt with a good attitude,”
said Dr. Jablonsky.
Once again we see the combination of Steve
Jones and Cameo Hills Farm with a standout
yearling. HIP 62 WILT THE STILT is the
first foal of So Surreal from prolific producer
Under Your Spell, who has six $100,000 earners to her credit, topped by Load Your Dice
at $853,290. Three of the six also have marks
under 1:50.
“He was a late foal. He is medium sized and
correct. If I could fault him at all, he is a little

plain in the head, but he is another one of my
So Surreal colts that I like. I think he’ll sell
well,” said Jones.

Honorable Mention
HIP 14 LOVING shows some black type
on her page and while mom Lithograph has
only seen modest success in the breeding
shed, this is her first foal by top sire Credit
Winner. Cameo Hills Farm consigns this filly
for Doug Ackerman Stables.
Blue Chip Farms goes back to the well
with HIP 84 QWERTY BLUE CHIP, a colt
by Art Major from Bet Your Life. While the
last attempt with that pairing (a filly) has
yet to make the races, the previous (2010)
resulted in $712,657-earning gelding Ronny
Bugatti.
HIP 96 WELL STATED is just the second
foal from Clara and her first by Well Said.
With a family tree on the maternal side that
includes Lislea Phia ($542,450) and Lislea
Bella ($234,996), the Winbak colt seems worth
a look.
HIP 105 SPECIAL AGENT is also a
second foal and from a mare that earned
$860,933 during her career. Filly’s second
dam produced I’m Just Special ($789,299) and
Special T Rocks ($643,585). She was bred by 4
For 3 Stable and is from the Blue Chip Farms
contingent.

Additional Tidbits
Winbak’s Ladwig threw out a couple of
names worth keeping an eye on at Goshen.
HIP 79 CRAZY EVERY TIME and HIP
83 BET THE CHIPS are both “nice looking
and correct” according to Ladwig. “They are
both well-muscled and kind of what you’d
want in a yearling.”
Steve Jones was quite candid about the
yearlings he sends to the sales. “We cull our
broodmare band pretty hard every year so
most of the ones that we have to sell are going
to be well-bred horses,” said Jones. “You
have to have something to sell that the buyer
wants. To be standing there with a foal out
of a mare that is 0 for 5 and you’re trying to
tell someone that this is the “one”, people just
don’t want to hear it. I’m trying to give them
what they want. That seems to work much
better for me.”
When asked for additional standouts in the
sale, Dr. Jablonsky was quick to bring up a
potential sleeper that deserves attention.
HIP 72 APP HANOVER is a colt by Russell
Hanover out of Allamerican Apex. “He’s a
gorgeous looking colt,” said Dr. Jablonsky. “If
he was by a more commercial sire, he would
bring a lot of money. If someone wants to take
a shot, he could be anything.”

Plenty of promise in the Goshen catalogue
By Jay Bergman
There are 115 yearlings catalogued for
Sunday’s (9/10) Goshen Sale and the question on some minds may be why choose to
shop in September when there will be other
sales with more capacity and theoretically
better quality?
The answer is simple. In an era where
there are fewer horses to buy it is more
important than ever to take a close look at
as many yearlings as possible. Demand for
a top prospect is still incredibly high despite
the diminishing number of yearlings sold
each year.
While a few may snub their noses at the
pedigree of some in this sale, the answer in
this age is the same as it’s always been. Top
horses can come from a litany of crosses.
Pedigrees lay dormant for generations
and then reveal themselves in a form that
baffles the aficionados. It’s near impossible
to explain where the Nuncio’s of the world
come from, but the answer most likely is
from the depths of pedigree that require
intuition to pluck out.
Goshen offers a strong list of horses with
pedigree that spans generations. Much as
what handicappers need to uncover when
spotting a longshot, those looking for the
next champions on the racetrack must go
through the catalogues meticulously and
try to find reasons (gamblers say excuses)
as to why there have been annual gaps in
performance, yet a champion may be right
in front of their eyes walking into the ring.
With all horses selling on one day, Goshen
offers the best use of time for many trainers
and owners so they have the opportunity to
see the horses up close and then bid on them
with the goal of bringing them home.
There’s always been a sense in this industry that mares which have had numerous
foals and are getting on in age can be rejuvenated when matched with a younger and
sometimes unproven stallion.
Then there is the opportunity to dig in
for the first time on the next generation of
stallions. Sales manager Bob Boni is excited
about what’s ahead. “I’m very pleased to be
selling the first yearlings by Captaintreacherous and Sweet Lou,” Boni said.
While the Goshen sale will offer just a
small taste from those two, it is worth noting
that there’s always a diamond waiting to be
plucked.
“We’ve had some really nice horses come
out of this sale,” said Boni. “Roaring To Go
was purchased for just $16,000 and has gone
on to make of $400,000.”
The now 3-year-old filly has turned the
corner in New York Sire Stakes competition
and currently seems to be among the favorites in the rich final ahead at Yonkers.
In Monday night’s Pennsylvania Sire
Stakes championship, another graduate
of the sale performed to a very high level.
Scuola Hanover, purchased at last year’s
auction for just $12,000, was a solid second
behind the sizzling effort of Rainbow Room

in the $252,000 finale for juvenile pacing
fillies.
Venier Hanover, a son of Well Said, has
been a most impressive juvenile considering he was plucked form last year’s auction
for just $7,000 and has already won $75,000
in his first year at the racetrack. Here’s a
horse that has won 10 times racing on both
the Pennsylvania Fair circuit and going
up against the “A” team in Pennsylvania
Sire Stakes action, not just qualifying for
the final but earning a fifth-place check for
owner-trainer-driver David Brickell.
“We sold Natalie Hanover to Ake Svanstedt last year and she set a Batavia track
record earlier this year winning a New York
Sire Stakes event,” said Boni.
As a buyer you have to get past the question as to why is a particular horse selling in Goshen as opposed to a larger sale?
Very often the answer is in the pedigree
or perhaps the appearance of a yearling.
The reality is certain horses could get
lost in a larger sale simply because buyers
aren’t looking for that “type” when mixed
among more attractive pedigrees. “I’m
very encouraged with the response we’re
getting,” said Boni. “There are a lot of nice
horses in this group.”
Winbak Farms, a leading consigner to
Goshen, continues to prove itself annually
with some of the sport’s best yearlings. In
HIP number 19 Tina Rocks the farm could
have a sleeper. The filly is by Crazed, a New
York stallion that has gained traction with
proven stock over his career. She’s out of a
Cantab Hall-sired mare named Mackenzie
Hall. While Mackenzie Hall’s name won’t
inspire any recollections of greatness,
here’s where you must go deeper down the
page to find the proverbial pot of gold. Third
dam Gracious Lobell is the dam of the Moms
Millionaire, a daughter of Pine Chip best
remembered as the mother of Snow White
and more recently Pennsylvania Sire Stakes
champion That’s All Moni. This is a filly
family even going as far back to the fourth
dam who produced Ginger Belle, a top trotting filly from the early ‘80s.
Hanover Shoe Farms will certainly offer
the cream of its crop later this year at
Harrisburg, but that doesn’t mean there
won’t be a good buy or two at the Goshen
auction. The farm has invested some of its
mares towards the success of pacing stallion Russell Hanover and the young son
of Somebeachsomewhere, a half-brother
to Rocknroll Hanover, has a license to
produce a champion. In HIP number 63
Untested he gets the chance to wake up a
family that may be on the verge of a breakout star. The first colt from the Art Majorsired mare Unerasable could be a sleeper
ready to awaken.
Buyers with the understanding that there
may be limited opportunity to find a horse
that matches budgets and expectations may
find all the answers they need in just one
sale.
Goshen is worth checking out.

First time’s the charm
for moms at Goshen
By Derick Giwner
As a society we spend much of our
time buying something new because it
has to be better than what we currently
own. Right?
For yearling buyers, the theory of
“new is better” often rings true when
dealing with the unknown of a mare’s
first foal.
Let’s look at the eight yearlings from
first-time moms that will be available for
purchase on Sunday at Goshen.

HIP 4 Jack N Jules
See Page 1

HIP 10 L Dees Casper
Colt by Donato Hanover-L Dees Scripture
Cameo Hills Farm Agent
Mom made $211,608 on the track and won in NY
Sire Stakes company.

HIP 34 Christine Baskets
Filly by Crazed-Paya La Renta
Concord Stud Farm Agent
Fourth dam Peridot produced 1977 Horse of the
Year Green Speed ($953,013).

HIP 51 Qing Qong Bluechip
Filly by Roll With Joe-No Lies
Blue Chip Farms Agent
No Lies made $114,665 during her career and
comes from a family with multiple six-figure
winners.

HIP 53 Happy Henrik
Colt by Muscles Yankee-Summersgrandlady
Winbak Farms
Second dam Summer Belle produced a pair of
$100,000 winners including one by sire Muscles
Yankee.

HIP 78 Big Amy Hanover
By RC Royalty-Bahar Hanover
Hanover Shoe Farms
“She’s a really sharp-looking, great big filly. Her
conformation is not 100% but when you take her
out of the stall people will say wow. I’m not sure
who named her, but she lives up to that name,”
said Farm Manager Dr. Bridgette Jablonsky.

HIP 86 Skywater Blue
Filly by Heston Blue Chip-Blue Paradise
Winbak Farms
Third dam produced $624,359 winner Megamind
and was a three-quarter sister to Dan Patch
winner Popcorn Penny.

HIP 90 Baby Maker Hanover
Colt by Crazed-Brangelina Hanover
Hanover Shoe Farms
“He’s a very nice colt. He’s a typical Crazed and
Credit Winner line. He has a great head. If you
watch the videos, he’s very quick on the trot,”
said Dr. Jablonsky.

A wonderful first step in Pennsylvania towards integrity
AT THE TRACK
By Darin Zoccali
@AtTheTrack7
Last year I wrote a column highlighting what I thought were potential points for
optimism in the harness racing industry in
2017. Among those points was the appointment of Brett Revington as bureau director
of standardbred racing for the Pennsylvania
Department of Agriculture. Fast forward
eight months and Revington is making a
positive impact.
It was reported by Harness Racing Update
last week that effective October 1, horses
with a Class 1, 2 or 3 positive test from racing
in Pennsylvania will be suspended.
Specifically, horses with a Class 1 or 2 positive will be “ineligible to race for a period of
90 days from the date of confirmation of the
positive split sample.” If a horse has a Class
3 positive or a high TCO2 reading, that horse
will be ineligible to race in the state “for a
period of 30 days from the date of confirmation of the positive split sample.”
Furthermore, Pennsylvania can also ban a
horse from racing that has a positive for any
of the above in another jurisdiction.
The significance in this development is
that this rule removes a great deal of skepticism and argument from the process. The
rule is written in black and white. If a horse
has a positive test, an owner cannot protest
the barring of his or her horse from a race
because of a technicality. A horse with a
positive test can no longer be “transferred to
a new barn” for his or her upcoming races.
Most importantly, it establishes a precedent now within the United States that other
jurisdictions can explore. It gives those
striving for an integrity-driven product,
notably Jeff Gural, something to point to and
say, “This is what we should be doing in this
state.” Gural has long had to stand on his
own and has been accused of creating rules
at his own discretion. My counter to that is,
when nobody else is willing to do the right
thing to protect the integrity of the sport and
the horse, the person that stands up and tries
to do that shouldn’t be torn down but rather
applauded. Now, Gural has a specific rule in
a neighboring state that he can present to the
New Jersey Racing Commission for consideration.
While this development is a great first step
for horse racing integrity within the United
States, there is a lot more that can be done.
We still face the issue of trainers who face
suspension moving other horses who did not
test positive to a different trainer (the issue of
beard trainers).
The next step is the culpability of the
horse owner. A horse owner should be held
accountable for the safety and well-being of
the horses he or she owns. A system that
penalizes a trainer for a positive test but

rewards an owner by being able to just move
the rest of his horses to another stable without consequence and continue to accrue
purse money, is a flawed system. If we are to
demand responsibility for our trainers, we
should demand the same responsibility for
our owners.
My suggestion is a system of fines and eventually suspensions for owners of horses that
have positive tests. That system is as follows:

Class 1 or 2 positive test
1) First offense - $10,000 fine plus forfeiture
of all purse money stemming from the positive
test.
2) Second offense - $25,000 fine, forfeiture of
all purse money stemming from the positive
test, inability to enter any horse for a period of
15 days.
3) Third offense - $50,000 fine, forfeiture of all
purse money stemming from the positive test,
inability to enter any horse for a period of 30
days.
4) Fourth offense - $100,000 fine, forfeiture of
all purse money stemming from the positive
test, inability to enter any horse for a period of
90 days.
5) Fifth offense – Barred from ownership.

Class 3 positive test
1) First offense - $1,000 fine plus forfeiture of all
purse money stemming from the positive test.
2) Second offense - $2,500 fine, forfeiture of all
purse money stemming from the positive test.
3) Third offense - $5,000 fine, forfeiture of all
purse money stemming from the positive test.
4) Fourth offense – Moves to the “first offense”
for a Class 1 or 2 positive test.
5) Fifth offense - Moves to the “second offense”
for a Class 1 or 2 positive test.
6) Sixth offense - Moves to the “third offense”
for a Class 1 or 2 positive test.
7) Seventh offense - Moves to the “fourth
offense” for a Class 1 or 2 positive test.
8) Eighth offense - Moves to the “fifth offense”
for a Class 1 or 2 positive test.
The bottom line is any owner whose horses
have had five major positive tests is not fit
to own racehorses. The levy for a series of
infractions should be severe enough that an
owner would be fearful of a Class 1 or Class
2 positive test.
For the record, my father owned a good

amount of horses from the time I was 13 years
old until my mid-20’s. We spent a lot of time
at our horses’ stables and saw firsthand our
trainers interacting with the horses. None of
our horses ever had a positive test under our
ownership.
My goal with this system is a trickle-down
effect of integrity. An owner is so fearful of
a major violation that any trainer that he
employs is asked to take specific measures to
avoid any kind of positive test. Perhaps the
owner asks the trainer to sign documentation to certain points, ensuring integrity.
Perhaps that forces the trainer to do the
same to any assistants or veterinarians he
employs. The goal here is to put into a place
a structure of responsibility within a broken
system.
I am certain that many owners will look
at this and say, “Who wants to own horses
under those circumstances?” My response
to that is this: if you are the owner of a living,
breathing animal, you should be responsible
for its well-being. Would you leave your cat
or dog at a kennel after you learned a staffmember was abusing the animals? Furthermore, would you not hold the owner of the
kennel responsible for the abuse?
Breaking news! Giving horses illegal
substances is abuse. Why is it that in the
sport of horse racing, owners feel that a positive test for their horse is everyone’s fault but
theirs? Being an absentee owner is not an
excuse. If you employ somebody to care for an
animal, you are responsible for that animal’s
welfare and when that animal’s well-being
is compromised, not only should you be
held accountable for that, but you should be
outraged that someone you employ treated
an animal you own with anything other than
the best of care. But instead, we see owners
immediately running to the defensive, sometimes defending the trainer the first chance
they get. Pennsylvania has provided a great
starting point for an integrity sweep of the
sport and hopefully somebody takes the
baton and makes the second step.
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Accepting the realities of Harness Racing
JAYWALKING
By Jay Bergman
@BergmanJay
There’s a clear difference between reality
and fantasy.
Fantasy, at least when it comes to radically
changing policy or the way things generally
run, is easy to speak of because it can generalize an issue and attain popularity without
so much as a hint of how to accomplish something.
What we’ve seen in this country over the last
few months is perhaps not that far removed
from a course many in this industry have
taken in a fantastical and more fanatical way.
In reality, there are no defenders of those
who illegally drug horses in this business.
While this may be true, it has also become
“policy” if you will for those playing within
the game to look the other way as opposed to
directly at the issue otherwise suffer permanent blindness.
There is a sense that you have to fight for
what you believe. Perhaps lost in that fight
we’re having and the one spread out over the
national political landscape, is that if all you do
is fight, quite often nothing gets accomplished.
What is reality in this industry is that not
all who play in the game are true horse lovers.
Sure many indeed love the animal and would
never want to see anything happen where a
horse is mistreated. At the same time, there
are many in this endeavor as a business with
money invested and the expectation of success.
Rules and the rule of law have been sidestepped
throughout the history of mankind and it
should come as no surprise to anyone that they
are consistently trampled in our sport.
It is sometimes painful when two disparate
causes collide on the racetrack such as they
did on Hambletonian Day, when the struggling
Pure Country finally got over the hump to
capture her first race of 2017 (she won 20 times
over the previous two years), the Lady Liberty
for driver Mark MacDonald. That MacDonald
was somehow fined for excessive whipping was
a shock to me. What would have been a bigger
shock is how those wagering on the horse may
have felt had he not gotten the most from his
mare and actually lost the race.
MacDonald’s drive looked incredibly similar to hundreds of thousands of races I have
witnessed and in none of them did I believe
the driver was doing anything unnecessary to
attempt to win the race.
Mind you, this sport suffered for so many
years with fans believing drivers were fixing
races or “holding back” their horses I find it
incredible that these fines somehow help put us
in a better light.
It should not go unnoticed by those simply
trying to put on a show that bans savagery
from the view of patrons, what obviously goes
on behind the scenes preparing horses for the
races. Sometimes even the best of horses go
out on the training track and just don’t want to

go. The means that some trainers need to take
to “coax” them along may shock the casual
observer but just like the drug issue most
horsemen simply turn the page.
It is one thing to fix a problem and it is an
entirely different thing to create one. In the
case of MacDonald’s drive in addition to his
fine, some people expected more flesh than
existed on his body for this alleged minor violation of the rules.
On a broader scale, it is impossible to correlate the interests of those wagering on the sport
with those expecting the greatest protection for
all animals. Racehorses are not like puppies.
They need to be trained and prodded to do
what we expect them to do. They are paid for
and well taken care of in the truest sense. What
they are not is pets.
The use of drugs in society is widespread. Its
use within our industry is and always will be
of concern. It is fantasy that all drug use can be
obliterated simply by taking a hard line against
some past offenders. No matter how harsh the
penalties may be for such indiscretion, what we
have seen over time suggests there is not and
will never be a strong enough deterrent to stop
all illegal drug use.
The reality of any business that masquerades as a sport is that when money changes
hands all sides wish to look for any edge they
can find whether accepted as legal or implied
as illegal.
It’s hard to accept reality and that’s why I
believe many turn to fantasy to help them feel
better.
The use of drugs in our horses or the overuse
of whips in our races, are issues that all have
to be concerned about. What level of attention
they receive and how open and public we wish
to make them are choices that can work negatively against the entire sport’s reputation.
That is today’s reality.
JAYWALKING: The surprise of heavy
favorites going down in two Pennsylvania Sire
Stakes finals at Harrah’s Philadelphia this
past Sunday could be an indication of things to
come or perhaps is just a statement of what that
resurfaced racetrack has become this year.
That both Agent Q and Huntsville were unable
to get close to the pacesetters in their respective
finals may have been more of a speed bias than
anything to do with either’s particular form.
Huntsville just couldn’t get much traction for
Tim Tetrick as Filibuster Hanover and driver
Matt Kakaley blitzed a third quarter in 26 1/5.
Huntsville paced a sub 26 quarter on the backstretch but that was not good enough to have
him reach the leader. Perhaps a bigger surprise
was Boogie Shuffle winning in 1:48 2/5. Trainer
Mark Harder seemed to be waiting indefinitely
for the Well Said gelding to regain juvenile
form and it finally happened on Sunday.
Agent Q didn’t have to travel as fast in the
third quarter, but pacesetter Caviart Ally was
able to keep her advantage through the final
turn and upset the division leader who was
thwarted racing without cover. Race winner
Caviart Ally cut a 26 3/5 third quarter and
that appeared to neutralize her 3-10 rival, who
stalled and finished third.

SPOTLIGHT ON

HOOSIER PARK
COVERAGE
PRESENTED BY
By Derick Giwner
Each week we’ll highlight a race(s)
from Hoosier Park. On Friday (Sept.
8) the track has a pair of Indiana Sire
Stakes races leading to a final the following weekend. With two full 10-horse
fields, these races seemed like a good
option to examine.

Race 9 - $20,000 3YO Colt Pace
A handful in here appear to be clear
contenders which makes looking for
value even more important. While (8)
MEADOWBROOK TIGER is the king
of the group, I also expect him to be the
favorite and thus not worth inclusion
on the top of the ticket. Ultimately (1)
MODERN REFLECTION looks like a
strong option. He’s already won a couple
of these elimination races and should
push away just enough from post one to
secure a close-up spot to stalk from until
the long stretch at Hoosier. Another clear
contender for me on top is (5) SOUTHERN FLIGHT, who has been displaying
speed at both ends of the mile lately and
should offer a fair price. Though I will
admit he is coming out of a softer field
than he faces tonight.
The Play:
Exacta Key: 1,5 / 1,3,5,6,7,8,10

Race 11 - $20,000 3YO Colt Pace
While the first elimination seems wide
open, this one has a clear-cut favorite
that should take care of business. (2)
BECKHAMS Z TAM has a strong 8 for 13
record this year and a comfy inside post
from which to brush and crush for Team
Maccomber. He has a few races on his PPs
where he couldn’t last in the late stages,
but I don’t see him getting taxed hard
enough early to cost him late. (4) ROCK N
TONY has a string of good races in these
eliminations and seems like the chalk
exacta number. For some value, (7) AIR
STRIKE has some ability but failed badly
in his last Hoosier appearance. Perhaps
he can right the ship coming off an easy
score at Yonkers.
The Play:
Exacta: 2 / 4,7

Kakaley horses look to rebound at Scioto
By Jay Bergman
Trainer Ron Burke will have two from his
stable looking to rebound from some difficult
defeats a week ago in the spotlight this Saturday in both the $125,000 Jug Preview and
the $225,000 Jim Ewart Memorial at Scioto
Downs. Matt Kakaley hopes to provide the
winning trips for Filibuster Hanover and
Rockin Ron in respective divisions.
“I gassed it down the backstretch,” said
Matt Kakaley. “I was trying to get away
from Huntsville.” The driver described the
scenario behind his strategy with Filibuster
Hanover in last Sunday’s $252,000 Pennsylvania Sire Stakes championship.
“Boogie Shuffle (the race winner) surprised
me,” said Kakaley.
Nevertheless the effort put in by the altered
son of Somebeachsomewhere was enough to
give the driver confidence heading into this
week’s Jug Preview.
“He’s had some tough trips this year but
Ronnie (Burke) has him sharp right now,”
said Kakaley, who drove Filibuster Hanover
to a second-place finish in the North America
Cup eliminations.
“I booked off of him in the final and he
got an absolutely brutal trip,” said Kakaley,
recalling the two moves and 52 1/5 opening
half Filibuster Hanover encountered on that
occasion.
On Saturday Filibuster Hanover won’t
have to deal with Huntsville or Boogie Shuffle as neither will go in the Jug Preview. What
he will be facing is a most significant threat
from the pole position in Downbytheseaside.
The recent Messenger Stakes winner returns
to his home state off a victory in the Triple
Crown event, but one that left more questions
asked than answered. Trainer Brian Brown
suggested after the race that the colt has had
hoof issues that may have led to his sub-par
performance.
However, Downbytheseaside, a $1.5 million
career earner, was back in the entry box on
Wednesday and appears to be a heavy favorite in the Preview.
Drunk On Your Love, fresh off an impressive score in the Ohio Sire Stakes championships last Saturday, drew post eight in the
Preview. With seven wins in 11 starts this
year, the altered son of Foreclosure N has
impressed racing exclusively in the Buckeye
State.
Sports Column, a multiple Ontario Sire
Stakes gold winner, will test Grand Circuit
competition in the Jug Preview. The Blake
MacIntosh-trained charge landed post two
fresh off a 1:50 1/5 score at Mohawk last
Saturday.
Rockin Ron enters the Ewart looking to
bounce back from a second-place finish in
last Saturday’s Canadian Pacing Derby. The
5-year-old drew post seven with Kakaley at
the lines. “I drove him in an Open at Saratoga and he raced great for me coming from
the back,” said Kakaley. “He’s really sharp
right now.”
Rockin Ron won his Canadian Pacing
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special harness experience

Derick Giwner

Matt Kakaley drives both Filibuster
Hanover and Rockin Ron on Saturday.

Derby elimination in a career best 1:47 2/5
clocking and then looked to have the final
sewn up, only to be collared late in a photo
finish by Sintra. The altered son of Real
Desire had also been relegated to bridesmaid
status in the Roll With Joe at Tioga Downs on
August 20 after setting a wicked pace.
The $225,000 Ewart, set as race 10 of 15 on
Saturday’s Scioto Downs program, drew
an exceptional field of nine with the talent
appeared to be top weighted in the outside
lanes. Sintra, the upset Canadian Pacing
Derby winner, landed post eight with Andrew
McCarthy picking up the drive. With eight
wins in 13 starts this season, Sintra is battle
tested.
Levy and Franklin champion Keystone
Velocity drew post nine for trainer Rene
Allard in the Ewart. The veteran struggled to
gain traction coming first over in the Canadian Pacing Derby final after capturing an
elimination with an electrifying 51 3/5 final
half clocking.
There is certainly enough speed and power
inside the outside trio as Mel Mara, second
in both the Franklin and McKee Memorial,
looks for a signature victory. The 8-year-old
speedster landed the pole position with Corey
Callahan in the bike.
Boston Red Rocks has been second six
times in 13 starts this year for trainer Steve
Elliott and could get his opportunity to shine
from post two.
McWicked, third in both Canadian Pacing
Derby elimination and final, drew post three
for trainer Casie Coleman. The veteran has
posted sub-26 final quarters in his past two
races and may be in prime position here.
The speedy Luck Be Withyou has not faced
this kind of competition since July, but that
may not stop him from seeking the top and
cutting the mile. The Chris Oakes trainee
drew post five.
First post on Saturday’s Scioto Downs card
is 6:30 p.m.

I’m calling you out Amy Hollar! Yeah,
that’s right, I’m talking to you specifically Amy! You’re the Ohio horseman’s
representative and face of Ohio! You
have a big task on your plate over the
next few weeks. That task is to keep up
the standard of the Little Brown Jug that
I’ve heard about for my entire life.
In the last year, I’ve traveled to over
20 racetracks. I’ve watched stakes, fairs,
amateurs, competitions and award ceremonies. I went to France to experience
the Prix D’Amerique, the greatest and
biggest Standardbred experience, race
and showcase in the world. Since I’ve
lived in New York mostly my entire life,
I’ve been able to watch over 10 Hambletonian Stakes. This year was my first
Gold Cup and Saucer adventure and it
surpassed the hype!
This week I spent time up at Windsor
Fair in Maine, home of Jason Bartlett
(you might know him). I can safely say
that without a doubt it was one of the
biggest and best fairs that I’ve attended.
The harness racing was exciting, professional, and FUN! All at the same time.
Imagine that! I only knew a handful
of people in Maine, but I was welcomed
with open ahhhms. There wasn’t
anything specific to the experience that I
could point to and say, “wow Maine did it
better than anyone else,” though maybe
the Blueberry Pie deserves top billing.
Paris did it bigger and better. In Charlottetown, I was engulfed in people who
loved Harness Racing and treated it like
a major sporting event. The Hambletonian is the most prestigious. I just had a
great time in Maine! The people make
Harness Racing fun. It’s good to have all
of these different experiences throughout the same industry, and I would think
that it would behoove everyone in our
industry to experience them.
So back to you Amy! I’m coming to
the Little Brown Jug this year and you
had better make sure that I have a great
time! You’ve got serious competition to
stake your claim as the greatest Harness
Racing experience. Are you going to beat
the Prix D’Amerique, Gold Cup, Fryeburg Fair and Hambletonian? All I ever
hear is how I have to go to the Jug! The
Jug is the biggest party and it’s the best
race to attend live. There are so many
people and the atmosphere is electric.
I’m calling you out Amy, so pull out all
of your bells and whistles and treat this
Yankee to a good time!
O…Hi…O

Weekend Stakes Spotlight
Friday, September 8
batavia (6:00 p.m.)
NY Sire Stakes - 2yoFP (Races 3 & 4)
Featuring: Alexis Faith (Race 3)
Hurrikane Shorty (Race 4)

meadowlands (7:15 P.m.)

Elegantimage Elimination - 3yoFT (Races 3 & 6)
Featuring: Ariana G (Race 3); That’s All Moni (Race 6)
Simcoe - 3yoC&FP (Races 5 & 9)
Featuring: Idyllic Beach (Race 9)
OSS Gold - 2yoCP (Races 8 & 10)
Featuring: Shadow Moon (Race 8); Hudson Phil (Race 10)

Sunday, September 10

Kindergarten - 2yos (Races 3 & 5-11)
Featuring: U Need Stones (Race 9)

Philadelphia (12:40 P.M.)

Miss Versatility - Mare Trot (Race 2)
Featuring: Caprice Hill

Liberty Bell - 3yoCP&T (Races 2-5 & 11-14)
Featuring: Giveitgasngo (Race 3); Boogie Shuffle,
Donttellmeagain (Race 12)

mohawk (7:30 P.m.)
Milton Eliminations - Mare Pace (Races 2 & 3)
Featuring: Pure Country (Race 2); Lady Shadow (Race 3)
Maple Leaf Eliminations - Open Trot (Races 8 & 9)
Featuring: Hannelore Hanover, Pasithea Face S (Race 8)
Resolve, Marion Marauder (Race 9)
OSS Gold - 2yoFP (Race 5)
Featuring: Kendall Seelster

Saturday, September 9
Scioto (6:30 p.m.)
$125,000 Jug Preview - 3yoP (Race 7)
Featuring: Downbytheseaside
$225,000 Jim Ewart - Open Pace (Race 10)
Featuring: Mel Mara, Sintra, Rockin Ron, Keystone Velocity

tioga (6:50 P.M.)
NY Sire Stakes - 2yoCP (Races 7 & 8)
Featuring: Hitman Hill (Race 8)

Red Mile (7:00 P.M.)
KY Sire Stakes - 2yoF&CP (Races 1-4)
Featuring: Band Stand (Race 2); Grand Teton (Race 4)

Mohawk (7:30 P.M.)
Canadian Trotting Classic Elimination - 3yoT (Races 1 & 2)
Featuring: Bill’s Man (Race 1); International Moni (Race 2)

Monday, September 11
The meadows (1:05 P.M.)
Keystone Classic - 2yoCT (Races 1, 4, 8 & 9)

Yonkers (7:10 P.M.)
NY Sire Stakes - 2yoFT (Races 7, 9 & 11)
Featuring: Plunge Blue Chip (Race 7)

Mohawk (7:30 P.M.)
Peaceful Way Eliminations - 2yoFT (Races 2 & 3)
Featuring: Manchego (Race 2)
Wm. Wellwood Eliminations - 2yoT (Races 5 & 8)
Featuring: You Know You Do (Race 8)

Looking Ahead
Mohawk (9/16) - C$650,000 Canadian Trotting Classic,
C$600,000 Maple Leaf, C$400,000 Elegantimage,
C$250,000 Milton, Metro Pace elims
Red Mile (9/17) - $175-$250,000 Kentucky Sire Stakes Finals
Harrington (9/18) - $150,000 Bobby Quillen Memorial
Mohawk (9/18) - C$350,000 Peaceful Way & Wellwood Finals
(All post times are E.D.T.)

